Admissions Information 2013-14

- List of eligible candidates to be called for GD, PI for MBA (FT) is likely to be put on FMS website in the third week of February and the interviews are expected to be held in the third week of March, 2013.

- As to the MBA –Executive interviews, these are likely to be held in the second week of April 2013.

- Candidates who had multiple transactions of payment on-line and have yet not received their refunds, can send an e-mail to admissions@fms.edu with cc to admissionscoordinator13@gmail.com not later than 24th Jan’ 13 failing which their claim will not be entertained. The e-mail must contain a subject line “REQ REFUND: Name payment transaction No, FMS registration No.“

- Candidates who have erroneously quoted CAT voucher number instead of CAT registration number should also send urgently an e-mail with subject line “Name: Correction in CAT registration number” by 24th Jan’ 13 failing which their application will be rejected The e-mail should be sent to admissions@fms.edu with cc to admissionscoordinator13@gmail.com.